Thermalization in the initial stage of heavy ion collisions
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Abstract. The high density non-abelian matter produced in heavy ion collisions is extremely anisotropic. Prethermal dynamics for the anisotropic and weakly coupled matter is discussed. Thermalization is realized with the effective kinetic theory in the leading order accuracy of the weakly coupled expansion. With the initial condition from color glass condensate, hydrodynamization time for the LHC energies is realized to be about 1 fm/c, while the thermalization happens much later than the hydrodynamization.

1 Introduction

Many efforts have been made to study the strongly coupled matter created in heavy ion collisions at RHIC and the LHC. Experimentally, measurements of products from high energy heavy ion collisions provide signals from the strongly interaction matter. The theoretical understanding of the strongly interaction matter is, however, involved in the full understanding of the whole process in the experiment, which starts from the accelerating of nucleus, followed by the hadron-parton and parton-hadron phase transitions, and ends up with final state hadrons.

From successful explanation of experimental data, we have revealed many mistreries in the process of QGP creation and effects it resulting in, but many of them still remain to be revealed. Prethermal dynamics towards formation of QGP is one of the less understand puzzles which was devoted to by many physicists for many years. It is well-known that hydrodynamics with small viscosity has been proven to be the correct theory for the spacetime evolution of quark-gluon plasma (QGP), where the strongly interacting matter is locally thermalized. However, it is unable to describe the matter at the very beginning of heavy ion collisions as the anisotropy of the deconfined matter is extremely large. The question of how QGP is formed has puzzled physicists for many years. Classical Yang-Mills (CYM) theory stands to be valid at this stage, but couldn’t drive the anisotropic matter to thermalization. Prethermal evolution of the overoccupied and anisotropic status to thermalization was study by the collision of two planer shock waves in supersymmetric $\mathcal{N}=4$ Yang-Mills theory [1]. A QCD based prethermal evolution is, however, less constructed, even though the parametric estimation of ‘bottom-up’ thermalization [2] was realized more than two decades ago.

In the course of the sequential evolution, the formation of QGP has undergone rich processes which include changing in the degree of freedom. At the very beginning of the heavy ion collisions, where soft gluon density is enhanced, classical Yang Mills theory is applicable to describe such a system. Unlike in usual perturbation theory, the expansion of strongly color fields $A_\mu \sim 1/g$ instead
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of the coupling parameter $g$ admits a leading order effective theory to 't Hooft coupling $\lambda = g^2 N_c$. It’s vital to color glass condensate (CGC) effective theory derived in the framework of classical Yang-Mills theory. Indeed, CGC effective theory provides the initial distribution of soft gluons in high energy heavy ion collisions, in which saturation scale $Q_s$ is the typical transverse momentum of soft gluons, and the gluon density is at the order of $f \sim 1/\lambda$. The evolution of the overoccupied status is figured out by solving the classical Yang-Mills equations. It is found that the classical fields at the collision point $\tau = 0$ is strongly coherent, that the longitudinal components of chromoelectric and chromomagnetic fields are very large while the transverse components vanish [3]. It leads to the energy momentum tensor with negative longitudinal component, i.e. $T_{\mu\nu} = \text{diag}(\epsilon, p, p, -p)$ versus $T_{\mu\nu} = \text{diag}(\epsilon, p, p, p)$ for a perfect fluid. The system with negative longitudinal pressure is highly unstable, and the coherence of fields is get rid of by quantum fluctuations of color fields in a short time of $\tau \sim 1/Q_s$. The continue evolution of classical fields admits a self-similar behaviour in the distribution function of soft gluons [4]. It, in other words, indicates that the overoccupied system produced in high energy heavy ion collisions can never approach thermalization in the framework of classical Yang-Mills theory.

On the other hand, from the successful description of collective behaviours of soft particles, hydrodynamic description of locally thermalized plasma, i.e., quark-gluon plasma (QGP), has been proven to be the correct theory. However, the initial condition of hydrodynamics, for example the initial equation, and initial time to start hydrodynamical evolution which is also referred to as hydrodynamization time, for the evolution of QGP is still ambiguous, since neither the validity of hydrodynamics can be extend to describe the very anisotropic glasma at the beginning of heavy ion collisions, nor classical Yang-Mills theory can drive the anisotropic and overoccupied system to thermalization.

Fortunately, the effective kinetic theory (EKT) [5] derived from weak coupling expansion of QCD can extend the evolution of the system from the overoccupied to underoccupied status as long as the occupancy is not nonperturbatively large $f \ll 1/\lambda$ and the momentum of gluons is significantly larger than the in-medium screening scale $p^2 > \lambda^2 \equiv \lambda \int p f(p)/p$. Therefore, the EKT and CYM theory provide equivalent description in a wide range of $1 \ll f \ll 1/\lambda$ for a weakly coupled QCD matter.

In this proceeding, we will discuss prethermal processes through QCD in a weakly coupled plasma. The EKT will be introduced in section 2 before using it to bridge the gap between classical Yang-Mills theory and hydrodynamics. Prethermal evolution from weakly coupled glasma will be discussed in section 3. We will close the discussion in section 4.

## 2 The effective kinetic theory

The leading order EKT [5] is expressed as the effective Boltzmann equation for the color and spin averaged gluon distribution function. With the inclusion of longitudinal expansion, it is written as

$$
- \left( \frac{df_p}{d\tau} - \frac{p_z}{\tau} \frac{\partial}{\partial p_z} f(p) \right) = C_{1\to 2}[f_p] + C_{2\to 2}[f_p].
$$

We have assumed that the space distribution of gluons is isotropic and uniform, and the momentum distribution is symmetric on the transverse plane but can be anisotropic for the longitudinal momentum along $z$-direction so that it can be specified as $f_p = f_{x,p}$ with $x_p \equiv \hat{z} \cdot \hat{p}$. The collision terms are give by

$$
C_{2\to 2}[f](\hat{p}) = \frac{(2\pi)^3}{4\pi \rho^2} \frac{1}{8v} \int d\Gamma_{ps} |M|^2 \left( f_p f_k g_p g_k - f_p' f_k' g_p g_k' \right) \times [\delta(\hat{p} - \hat{p}) + \delta(\hat{p} - \hat{k}) - \delta(\hat{p} - \hat{p}') - \delta(\hat{p} - \hat{k}')],
$$

where $M$ is the matrix element of the collision, $\rho$ is the gluon density, $v$ is the velocity of the medium, $\Gamma_{ps}$ is the transition rate, and $\delta$ is the Dirac delta function.
where $\nu = 2d_A$, $g_p = 1 + f_p$ and $\frac{M_p^2}{16\pi^2 a_s} = \left( \frac{3}{4} + \frac{(x-y)^2}{r^2} + \frac{(u-s)^2}{t^2} + \frac{(t-u)^2}{s^2} \right)$. $d\Gamma_{PS}$ is the integral measure over the phase space of $2 \leftrightarrow 2$ processes, and the collinear splitting process is expressed

$$C_{1\rightarrow 2}[f](\tilde{p}) = \frac{(2\pi)^3}{4\pi\tilde{p}^3} \nu \int_0^\infty dp \int_0^{p/2} dk \left[ 4\pi\gamma(p; p', k') \right] \left( f_{x,p}g_{x,p',k'} - g_{x,p}f_{x,p',k'} \right) \times \left[ \delta(\tilde{p} - p) - \delta(\tilde{p} - p') - \delta(\tilde{p} - k') \right],$$

where $p' = p - k'$, and $\gamma(p; p', k')$ is the effective collinear splitting rate. The infrared divergence in elastic and inelastic scatterings are regulated by the hard thermal loop resummed screening such that $1/q^2 \to 1/(q^2 + m^2)$. Currently, we used isotropic screening in the calculation. Thus Weibel instabilities [6] in the beginning of prethermal evolution are neglected. From the numerical simulation of classical Yang-Mills theory, it is found that the effect of instabilities is only visible in the beginning of the prethermal evolution [7]. Numerical results of the EKT on a 2+1D grid will be discussed later.

3 Initial stages and bottom-up thermalization

The CYM description of heavy ion collision is depicted in figure 1. The fields are distributed on the transverse plan of the Lorentz contracted nucleus before collisions. Solving the Yang-Mills equation near the light cone shows that the transverse components of colorelectric and colormagnetic fields vanish at $\tau \to 0$, whereas the longitudinal components are large [3]. This results in a glasma with negative longitudinal pressure in the beginning of heavy ion collisions. The negative longitudinal pressure can be understood as the attraction between debris of nucleus after collisions against the deviating. Longitudinal fields are generated from the color charge on the transverse plan after collisions as shown on the right panel of figure 1.

The evolution of the strongly coherent boost invariant color fields with negative longitudinal pressure is studied on a real time lattice simulation [8]. The initial condition is chosen according to the leading order CGC calculation, such that $T_{\mu\nu} = \text{diag}(\epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon, -\epsilon)$ for $\tau \approx 0$. The result is shown in figure 2 for a very weak coupling $g = 0.1$. It is found that the coherence of fields is washed out in a very short time, and the longitudinal pressure turns into positive at $\tau \approx 1/Q_s$ and approaches a constant longitudinal to transverse pressure ratio of $P_L/P_T \approx 0.1$ afterwards.

The ‘bottom-up’ thermalization scenario starts when the color fields are not coherent any more and quasi-particle description sets in, and occupancy of the system remains at the order of $f \sim 1/\lambda$, i.e., for the time of $\tau \gtrsim 1/Q_s$ with characteristic transverse momentum $Q_s$. As discussed in ref. [2], the overoccupied system will go through three stages before thermalization, as shown in figure 3.
Figure 2. Time evolution of transverse $P_T$ and longitudinal $P_L$ pressure divided by energy density $\epsilon$ for $g = 0.1$ right after collisions (figure taken from [8]). The initial condition is the leading order CGC calculation of $T_{\mu\nu} = \text{diag}(\epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon, -\epsilon)$.

Figure 3. Three stages of bottom-up thermalization: it starts to be more anisotropic and less occupied, and reaches a maximum anisotropy at the end of the first stage. Thermalization is approaching only when radiational breakup happens in the last stage.

In the presence of longitudinal expansion, the overoccupied system moves toward more anisotropic and less occupied status in the first stage, and the maximum anisotropy is reached at $\tau \sim \lambda^{-3/2}/Q_s$. Classical fields become inappropriate to describe the system, while particle description of gluons with elastic and inelastic scattering is applicable, at the second stage for the underoccupied status. The anisotropy characterized by $P_T/P_L$ is frozen due to both the longitudinal expansion and soft particle production. The screening of the system is dominated by soft gluons, however energy is still dominated by hard partons. A thermal bath of soft gluons is formed at $\tau \sim \lambda^{-5/2}/Q_s$. In the last stage, it is the radiational breakup, with more and more hard partons (with momentum $\sim Q_s$) splitting to soft gluons and melting in the thermal bath, which drives the system toward thermalization with temperature of thermal bath increasing gradually. Full thermalization is reached at $\tau \sim \lambda^{-13/5}$. Hydrodynamic evolution is certainly applicable after this.

This process has been numerically simulated in CYM framework with a real time lattice configuration [9]. It is found that overoccupied systems are indeed driven toward dilute and anisotropic directions, as expected from bottom-up thermalization. Moreover, systems with different anisotropy
and occupancy are seen to lose memory of their initial condition and flow to an universal attractor, or self-similar distribution, as shown in figure 4, at later time. This attractor is formulated as a scaling distribution function of gluons $f(p_z, p_\perp, \tau) = (Q_s \tau)^{-2/3} f_S((Q_s \tau)^{1/3} p_z, p_\perp)$, which will arise only when the exponential growth of low momentum modes from Weibel instabilities stops at $\tau \sim \ln^2(1/\lambda)/Q_s$ [7]. Unfortunately, as emphasised for many times, CYM theory is only valid in the first stage of bottom-up thermalization for $f \gg 1$. The effective kinetic theory turns to be the correct theory for the dynamical evolution of underoccupied system. In fact, the validity of the effective kinetic theory can be extend to overoccupied side as long as the occupancy is perturbatively small $f \ll 1/\lambda$. The equivalence of CYM and EKT for a overoccupied system with $1 \ll f \ll 1/\lambda$ is proven in figure 5, where the scaling behavior form the EKT evaluation is look into through a display of the rescaled distribution function at fixed transverse momentum. The scaling behavior is reached at $\tau \sim 15/Q_s$ in this example. Recalling the fact that the EKT is also applicable in the underoccupied regime, we will be able study thermalization of overoccupied systems with $1 \ll f \ll 1/\lambda$ in weak coupling approximation.

The thermalization routes from the EKT calculation is displayed in figure 6, where the black line with $\lambda = 0$ corresponds to CYM equivalent calculation, and purple dots on the line correspond to different time plotted in figure 5. Initial gluon distribution functions for different lines in figure 6 are given by

$$f(p_z, p_t) = \frac{2}{\lambda} A f_0(p_z, p_t/(\langle p_T \rangle, p_\perp/(\langle p_T \rangle)),$$

$$f_0(\hat{p}_z, \hat{p}_\perp) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\hat{p}_z^2 + \hat{p}_\perp^2}} e^{-2(\hat{p}_z^2 + \hat{p}_\perp^2)/3},$$

at $Q_s \tau = 1$, with $A$ to be chosen such that $\tau \epsilon$ is fixed. This initial condition is estimated from a 2D CYM simulation in [11] for LHC energies. In figure 6, we show two sets of longitudinal anisotropy with a few different values of ‘t Hooft coupling. Clearly, there is the behaviour of the bottom-up thermalization with three stages for small coupling such as $\lambda = 0.5$ and 1. The behaviour is less pronounced when the coupling increases, where thermalization (black crosses) is reached without clear distinguish of three stages.
Viscous hydro should be approached in the last period of prethermal evolution. It is therefore interesting to compare the thermalization process with viscous hydro, where the first [12] and the second [13] order transport coefficients have been derived in perturbative QCD. Figure 7 shows time evolution of the components of energy momentum tensor scaled with $\tau^{4/3}/Q^{8/3}$ for $\lambda = 1$. In this coordinate, perfect fluid should be flat horizontal lines along the time evolution. The early time evolution of the anisotropic system behaves more like a free stream, as can be seen in figure 7. Hydrodynamics is automatically reached at very late time, as indicated by the superposition of EKT calculation and the 1st order hydrodynamics without any free parameter. Moreover, it is known that hydrodynamization or thermalization time is parametrically proportional to $\tau \sim \lambda^{-2}$. This is confirmed in the time evolution of thermalization process for $\lambda = 10$ in figure 8, where the hydrodynamization/thermalization is approached much earlier than that for $\lambda = 1$. Figure 8 has more important physical meaning as it corresponds to the relevant coupling of $\alpha_s \approx 0.3$ in heavy ion collision at LHC energies, where the first order hydrodynamics is reached at $\tau \sim 1$ fm/c or $Q\tau \sim 10$, and it is even a bit earlier to
reach the 2nd order hydrodynamics. In addition, we found that viscous hydro starts to work for even large anisotropy of $P_T/P_L \approx 5$, which means that hydrodynamization happens much earlier than thermalization. This is found to be a universal feature for the thermalization at weakly and strongly coupled matter[1, 14].

4 Conclusions

Relativistic hydrodynamics with small viscosity has long been confirmed as the effective theory for the evolution of QGP, whereas its initial condition or the formation of QGP remains to be fully understood. Prethermal dynamics of weakly coupled glasma was discussed in this proceeding. It has been established that the prethermal evolution has a very rich history. It starts with a highly occupied and strongly coherent boost invariant fields, with weak coupling. Decoherence happens shortly after the collision $Q \tau \sim 1$, which is followed by the process of bottom-up thermalization driven by the joint influence of strongly interacting between quasi-particles and longitudinal expansion. Final state of bottom-up thermalization will provide the initial condition of hydrodynamics.

Changing of degree of freedom during the prethermal evolution results in the application of different effective theory in different processes. Solving classic Yang-Mills equation can drive the prethermal evolution to the first stage of bottom-up thermalization, which has been able to see the effect of quantum fluctuations and Weibel instabilities, and predict the universal attractor/scaling behavior at later time, but can’t reach thermalization. Luckily, the effective kinetic theory bridges the gap between the first stage of bottom-up thermalization and hydrodynamics. Classical Yang-Mills theory provides a time-independent initial condition for dynamic evolution of effective kinetic theory in a regime $1 \ll f \ll 1/\lambda$, where both of them work equally well. Based on this, bottom-up thermalization was indeed realized from the evaluation of the effective kinetic theory. Hydrodynamization is reached much earlier than thermalization. Hydrodynamization time for the relevant value of running coupling at LHC is consistent with phenomenology estimation at the order 1 fm/c.

The success of hydrodynamization and thermalization in the 2+1D numerical solution of the effective kinetic theory indicates that the prethermal dynamics proceeds as our expectation. This preliminary result will inspire more interesting studies of prethermal dynamics in kinetic theory, such as the effect of anisotropic screening, fermions, and transverse dynamics, ect. Clearly, the dynamics of prethermal evolution remains an important topic for future studies.
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